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A "while program" [Z. Manna, "Introduction to Mathematical Theory of Com- 
putations," to appear] is a simple abstract model of a "GOTO-less program." Some 
flowcharts, however, can not be translated into while programs in a certain sense 
[D. E. Knuth and R. W. Floyd, Notes on avoiding GOTO statements, Information 
Processing Letters 1 (1971), 23-31]. That is, there exists a flowchart which is not 
"congruent" (or computation-sequence-equivalent) to any while program. In this 
paper we give a necessary and sufficient condition for translatability of flowcharts 
into while programs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, many authors have pointed out that the use of "GOTO"  statements i
undesirable, and there have been many attempts to find systematic ways for eliminating 
GOTO statements [3, 5, 6, 10]. Cooper [4] and Bruno and Steiglitz [1] have shown that 
any program can be translated into a program having no explicit GOTO statement, 
by introducing new variables which represent a history of control flow. In this paper 
a stronger notion of translatability is studied. We consider only translations which do 
not introduce new variables nor change the sequence of computations and tests. 
Now, a flowchart S can be regarded as a special sort of transition graph. We denote 
by T(S) the set of strings accepted by S. Thus each element of T(S) is a finite sequence 
of assignment statements and tests which is spelled out by a path from the START 
node to a HALT  node. We say that two flowcharts Sa and S~ are congruent if T(S1) = 
T(S2), and a flowchart S is translatable into a while program if there exists a while 
program ~ such that T(S) = T(~). Knuth and Floyd [10] have given an example of a 
flowchart which is not translatable in this stronger sense. 
In this paper the notion of "modularity" is introduced, and it is shown that every 
modular flowchart is translatable into a while program. Furthermore, if a flowchart S is 
"minimal," then S is translatable if and only if S is modular. Since there is an algorithm 
for constructing a minimal flowchart (i.e., a flowchart having the fewest nodes), this 
yields an algorithm for determining if an arbitrary flowchart is translatable. 
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Hecht and Ullman [7] have introduced the notion of "collapsibility," and have 
shown that any D-chart (a flowchart constructed from a while program or a "block 
form program" in a natural way) is collapsible. In this paper we introduce a somewhat 
stronger notion of collapsibility, called regular collapsibility, and show it equivalent 
to modularity. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we recall some well-known concepts about flowcharts and while 
programs necessary for an understanding of the present paper. 
DEFINITION. Let F----{f,g,...} and P = {p, q,...} be countably infinite sets of 
symbols. Elements o f f  are called "function symbols" (or "assignment statements"). 
Elements of P are called "relation symbols" (or "logical expressions"). For each p in 
P, let fi be an abstract symbol (the "negation" of p), and let P = P u {f i[p in P}. 
DEFINITION. A "flow graph" is a 4-tuple S = (V, F, 9o, r where 
(1) V is a finite nonempty set (of "nodes"); 
(2) /" is a partial function of V into Vu  V • V. Let a be an element of V. 
(i) If _P(a) is undefined, then a is called a "halt node." 
(ii) I f / ' (a)  is in V, then a is called a "function node." 
(iii) If F(a) is in V • V, then a is called a "test node." 
(3) go: V-*F  U P is a partial function called "labeling," such that the following 
conditions are satisfied. 
(i) go(a) is undefined if a is a halt node, 
(ii) go(a) is in F if a is a function node, and 
(iii) go(a) is in P if a is a test node. 
(4) r the "start node," is a distinguished element in V. 
DEFINITION. Let S = (V,/I, go, r be a flow graph. Let ~ be the subset of 
V•  Vk) V•215 Vdef inedby 
S = {(a, go(a), F(a))[ F(a) in V} u {(a, p, b), (a, ~, c)l F(a) = (b, c), go(a) ----- p}. 
Elements of S are called "edges." For an edge e = (a, 1, b), the node a is called its 
"initial node," and b its "terminal node." We say b is a "successor" of a. If a ~ b, 
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then b is a "proper successor" of a. Note that there may be two distinct edges con- 
necting the same initial and terminal nodes. 
An edge whose initial node is a is said to be "incident out from" a. I f  W is a given 
set of nodes, we say that an edge (a, l, b) is incident out from W if a is in W. 
A "path" u in a flow graph S ~ (V, F, ~0, r is a finite sequence of edges 
(al , l l ,  bl)(a~, l~, b~) " .  (ak, lk, b~) 
in ~ with the property that bi ~ ai+x for 1 ~< i ~< k --  1. u is also called a "path from" 
a 1 "to" b k . I f  k = 0, then u is the "null path," and u will be considered to be a path 
from any node to itself. The string Ill ~ "." Ik is called the "trace" of u. Ill 2 "" lk is said 
to be "spelled out" by u. The null path spells out h (the null string). I f  W is a given 
set of nodes, we say that u "passes through" W if {a 1 ,..., ak, b~} n W ~ ~.  A path 
is "elementary" if it does not pass through the same node twice. 
Two edges e 1 and e 2 are said to be "associated" (alternatively, e I is said to be the 
"associate" of ez) if 
(1) they are distinct, and 
(2) they have the same initial node. 
When F(a) = (b, c), we sometimes write b = Fl(a ) and c ----F~(a). Thus, for each 
test node a, (a, ~o(a), Fl(a)) and (a, ~o(a), F2(a)) are associated. 
DEFINITION. A "flowchart" is a flow graph S = (V, F, ~0, r with the following 
properties. 
(1) There is exactly one halt node; and 
(2) Every node in V is on a path from the start node to the halt node. 
I f  a flowchart S consists of a single node, then S is said to be "null." Note that this 
node is the start node as well as the halt node. A null flowchart is denoted by A. 
The "trace set" of a flowchart S, denoted by T(S) ,  is the set of all strings x such 
that there exists a path from the start node to the halt node that spells out x. It is 
apparent that the trace set of an arbitrary flowchart forms a regular set. 
Two flowcharts S 1 and S 2 are "congruent," written S 1 ~ $2, if T(S1) : T(S~). 
EXAMPLE. Let us consider the flowchart S of Fig. l(a). The node labeled by a 
"r sign is the start node, and the node labeled by a "$" sign is the halt node. The 
trace set of S is 
T(S) =/(gpf v g q)*gpq. 
DEFINITION. The class of "while programs" [11, 10, 8] is defined recursively as 
follows: 
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(1) A is a while program; 
(2) each function symbol is a while program; 
(3) if a and/3 are while programs and q is in/5, then 
~/3, (if q then a else /3), (while q do a) 





Flc. 1. Examples of flowcharts. 
DEFINITION. For each while program a, the trace set T(~) of a is defined recursively 
as follows: 
(1) T(~)----A. 
(2) T( f )  ~ffor  eachf inF .  
(3) If ~ and/3 are while programs and q is in/5, then 
(i) T(o~fl) = T(a) T(fl), 
(ii) T(if q then ~ else/3) = qT(a) • qT(fl), 
(iii) T(while q do ~) = (qT(o~))*q, 
where ~ ---- p for each p in P. 
DEFINITION. A flowchart S is said to be "translatable" if there exists a while 
program o~ such that T(S) = T(a). 
EXAMPLE. Let S be the flowchart of Fig. l(a), and let 
oL = fg(while p do fg)(while q do g(while p do fg)) 
Then, T(S) ---- T(~). Thus S is translatable. 
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3. MODULARITY 
In this section we introduce the notion of modularity and show that any modular 
flowchart is translatable. 
DEFINITION. Let S be a flowchart, and let $ be the halt node of S. Let W be a 
nonempty set of nodes. A path 
(a0, /1, ax)(al , la, as) "" (a~_t , lk, ak) 
is called a"  W-path" if k # 0 and each ai is in W. W is said to be a "section" of S if, 
for every ordered pair of nodes a, b in W, there is a W-path from a to b. A section is 
said to be "maximal" if it is not a proper subset of any section of S. 
An edge (c, l, d) is an "exit" of a section W if 
(1) c is in W, and 
(2) there is a path from d to $ which does not pass through W. (Thus d is 
not in W.) 
It follows that any section has at least one exit. A flowchart S is said to be "modular" 
if every section of S has exactly one exit. 
EXAMPLE. The flowchart of Fig. l(a) is modular. On the other hand, the flowchart 
of Fig. l(b) is not modular, since the section {r a) has two distinct edges (r p, $) 
and (a, q, $). 
LEMMA 3.1. I f  (C, l, d) is an exit of a section W, then c is a test node. Furthermore, 
if(c, l', d') is the associate of(c, l, d), then d' is in W. 
Proof. Since d is not in W, any W-path from c to c must start with the edge of the 
form (c, l', d'), d' in W. Note that every W-path is nonull. 
DEFINITION, Let S = (V, -P, % r and Q = (V', F', ~', r be flowcharts. If 
C ~, then Q is said to be a "subflowchart" of S. That is, Q is a subflowchart of S 
if and only if V' C V, F' = -P[ V~' and cp' ---- cp [ V~', where V~' = V' -- {the halt 
node of Q}. 
DEFINITION. Let S = (V, F, 9, r be a flowchart and let $ be the halt node of S. 
A pair (a, b) of nodes is said to be "linked" if every path from a to $ passes through 
the node b. 
Let (a, b) be a linked pair of nodes. We construct a flowchart Sab as follows. 
Let Sab -=- (V', P', cp', a), where 
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(1) V' is the set of all nodes c in V such that c is on a path from a to b which 
does not pass through b more than once. (Note that if c is in V' --  {b}, 
then c =~ $ and every successor of c is also in V'.); 
(2) / "  =/ ' [  V s' and 9' = 9 I Vs', where V s' = V' --  {b}. 
Clearly, Sab is a flowchart (thus a subflowchart of S). Sab will be called the 
"subflowchart determined by (a, b)". Note that b is the halt node of Sab 9 
LEMMA 3.2. Let W be a maximal section of a modular flowchart S. Let (a, q, b) be 
the exit of W and (a, q, c) be the associate of (a, ~, b). Then both (a, b) and (c, a) are 
linked. Furthermore, if Sab = (V', F', 9', a) is the subflowchart determined by (a, b), 
then V' = W u {b}. (See Fig. 2.) 
FIG. 2. Subflowchart Sab, where Sea includes both c and a. 
Proof. We first show that (a, b) is linked. Let (ao, It, al)(al, 12, as) -" (ak-1, lk, ak) 
be a path from a to the halt node $. Let a i be the first node on this path which is not 
in W (since $ is not in W, such a node always exists). Suppose that a# is in W for some 
j, i < j. Then W U {a~, a~+z ,... , aj} is a section of S. This contradicts the maximality 
of W. Thus aj is not in W for i ~< j ~< k. Hence (a i _  1 , It, ai) is the exit of W. Thus 
at = b, so that (a, b) is linked. An analogous argument shows that the pair (c, a) is 
linked. 
Let Sab = (V', 1TM, 9' a) be the subflowchart determined by (a, b). We now show 
that V' = W u {b}. Let d be in W. Then there exist W-paths u from a to d and v from 
d to a. Then uv(a, q, b) is a path from a to b which does not pass through b twice. Thus 
d is in V'. Hence V' D W w {b}. To see the reverse inclusion, consider a path 
(a0,/1, a l ) (a l , /2,  as) "" (ak_l, lk, ak) 
with a 0 = a, ak = b and ai ~ b for all i, 0 ~ i  <k .  It suffices to show that 
{a0, a l ,  .... ak-1} C W. Clearly, a 0 is in W. Suppose that {a 0 ,..., ai-1} C W and ai is 
not in W. Then (ai-1, li, ai) must be the exit of W. Thus at = b, so that i = k. 
Hence V' = W U {b}. 
THEOREM 3.3. Every modular flowchart is translatable. 
Proof. Let S = (V, F, 9, r be a modular flowchart, and let $ be the halt node of S. 
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We will construct a while program ~ such that T(S) = T(~). If  there is no section 
in S, then ~ can be made up by means of only (if-then-else) and concatenation. 
Suppose that S has n sections, n ~ 1, and that the theorem is true for all flowcharts 
with fewer than n sections. Let W be a maximal section, and let (a, q, b) be the exit 
of W. Let (a, q, c) be the associate of (a, q, b). By Lemma 3.2, both (a, b) and (c, a) are 
linked. Let S~b and S~a be the subflowcharts determined by (a, b) and (c, a), respec- 
tively (see Fig. 2). Clearly, Sc~ is modular. Thus, by the induction hypothesis, there 
exists a while program o~ such that T(S~,) = T(c~). Let 
Then, 
~2 = (while q do cq). 
T(S~b) = (qT(Sca))*~ 
= (qT(al))* ~ = T(c~). 
Let V' be the set of all nodes d in V such that d is on a path from r to $ which does 
not pass through the edge (a, q, c). Note that r and $ are in V'. Let S' = (V', F', go', r 
where F '  and go' are defined as follows. 
(i) /"(d) = F(d) for each d in V' - -  {a}, F'(a) = b; 
(ii) go'(d) = go(d) for each d in V' - -  {a}, go'(a) = f, 
where f is a new function symbol not occurring in S. Clearly, S' is a flowchart, and 
every section of S'  has exactly one exit. Every section of S' is also a section of S. But 
W is not a section of S'  since there is no nonnull path in S' going from a to c. Thus S'  
has fewer sections than S. By the induction hypothesis, there exists a while program 
% such that T(%) = T(S'). Let ~ be the result of replacing each occurrence of f in 
"3 by ~2 9 
To complete the proof, it suffices to show that T(S) -- T(o O. Let x = I i I  2 ." l~ 
be any string in T(S). Then there is a path in S of the form 
U = (a0 ,  l l ,  a l ) (a l  , /2,  a2) --- (ak_ l  , l/~, a/c )
with a 0 = r and a/c = $. Suppose that u does not pass through a. Then u is also a path 
inS' .  Thusx is in  T(S') T(%).Sincel~ @ fforal l i ,  x is in  T(~).Nowsupposethatu 
passes through a. Let i be the smallest integer such that ai a. Let j be the largest 
integer such that a t = a. Then (at, lj.+x , aj+x) = (a, q, b). By construction, 
(ao , /1 ,  a l )  ""(ai-1, li, ai)(a, f, b)(a~+l , l j+2,  aj+2) "" (a/c-1,  I/c, a/c) 
is a path in S'. Thus l~'" l,flj+~'" lk is in T(a3). Moreover, 
(a,, 1.1, a,+l)"" (at, ~+1, aj+~) 
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is a path in Sab. Thus l i+l'"l j+ 1 is in T(~2). Hence 11"" lili+l'"lj+llj+2"" Ik =-  X is 
in r(o~). Thus, T(S)C  r(~). Let x be in T(a). Since each element of T(~8) contains 
at most one occurrence off ,  either of the following hold. 
(1) x is in r(%). 
(2) There exist x~, x 2 and x a such that x = XxX2X3, xl fx 3 is in T(c~3) and x 2 
is in T(~2). 
Consider (1). Since T(c~a) = T(S'), S' possesses a path u from r to $ spelling out x. 
Since x has no occurrence off,  u does not pass through the node a. Thus u is also a 
path in S (going from r to $). Hence x is in T(S). 
Consider (2). Let u be a path in S' from r to $ spelling out xlfx ~ . Then u is of the 
form ul(a , f, b)u3, where u 1 spells out x 1 and u s spells out x a . Let u 2 be a path in Sab 
from a to b spelling out x 2 . Then UlU~U 3 is a path in S spelling out xtx2x 3. Thus 
x = xlxax3 is in T(S). Thus T(e) C T(S), from which T(e) = T(S). 
4. MINIMAL FLOWCHARTS 
In this section we show that, for any "minimal" flowchart S, if S is translatable, 
then S is modular. 
DEFINITION. Let S = (V, F, 9, r be a flowchart and $ be the halt node of S. 
For each a in V, we shall denote by T(S, a) the set of all strings x such that there 
exists a path from a to $ which spells out x. Thus, T(S, r = T(S) and T(S, $) = {A}. 
For a and b in V, we write a ~ b if and only if T(S, a) = T(S, b). =-- is obviously an 
equivalence relation on V. 
A flowchart S is "minimal" if and only if a ~ b for all a ~ b in V. 
LEMMA 4.1. Given any flowchart S = (V, F, r r it is possible to find a minimal 
flowchart S' such that T(S) = T(S'). 
Proof. Let V' be the set of equivalence classes of ~- and [a] the element of V' 
containing a. Define 
(([b], [c]) if F(a) = (b, c), 
F'([a]) = l[b] if F(a) = b, 
[ undefined otherwise; 
~0'([a]) = cp(a). 
Clearly, the definition is consistent. The flowchart S' = (V', F' ,  ~o', [r is the one 
required. 
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LEMMA 4.2. I f  S is a minimal flowchart and (a, b) is any linked pair of nodes in S, 
then the subflowchart S~b determined by (a, b) is also minimal. 
Proof. Let c and d be nodes of S~b 9 Suppose that c ~ d in S~b. To prove the 
lemma it suffices to show that c ~ d in S. Let x be in T(S, c). Then there exists a path 
u = (a o, 11 , al)Cal, l~, a2) ""(ak-1, lk, ak) 
such that a o = c, a~ = $ and x = lzl ~ -" lk. Since (a, b) is linked, u passes through b. 
Let i be the smallest integer such that ai = b. Then lll 2 "" li is in T(S~b, c). Since 
T(S~,  c) = T(S,~, d), there exists a path v from d to b spelling out lll z ... li. Then 
v(a,, l~+x, ai+l) "." (a~_~, l~, a~) 
is a path from d to $ which spells out x. Hence x is in T(S, d). Therefore T(S, c) C 
T( S, d). An analogous argument shows that T( S, d) C T( S, c). Thus we have T( S, c)~-- 
T(S, d), that is, c =-- d in S. 
DEFINITION. We say a string x is a "prefix" of a string y if there is a string z such 
that y = xz. If, moreover, z :A A, then x is a "proper" prefix. A set X of strings is 
said to have the "prefix property" if no proper prefix of a string in X is also in X. 
It follows that every trace set has the prefix property. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let S be a minimal flowchart with start node r and halt node $. Let c~ be 
a while program of the form (while q do [3)y. I f  T(S) = T(~), then (c, r is linked, 
T(Scr ) = T(/3) and T(Sbs ) = T(y), where (r q, c) and (r ~, b) are edges of S. 
Proof. Suppose that T(S) = T(~). Clearly (r q, c) and (r q, b) are in S for some 
c and b. 
Let u = (a 0 , l l , an) "" (a~_l, l,, , a,,) be a path from c to $. Since ql a "" l,~ is in 
T(@, 11 --- li is in T(fl) for some L To show that (c, r is linked, it suffices to prove 
a~ = r (1) 
Let z be in T(S, ai). Then ql 1 "- liz is in T(S), and hence T(@ Since l 1 -" li is in 
T(5) and T(/~) has the prefix property, z is in T(e~) = T(S). Thus T(S, a~) C T(S). 
Let z be in T(S) = T(@ Then ql 1 ... liz is in T(a), and hence in T(S). Since there is 
exactly one path from r which spells out ql 1 "" l~, there must be a path from a~ to $ 
which spells out z. Hence z is in T(S, ai). Therefore T(S) = T(S, ai). Since S is 
minimal, we have ai = r 
Obviously, T(Sbs ) = T(y). Thus we show that T(Scr ) = T(fl). 
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Let y be the shortest string in T(SbS ) = T(y). Then there exists a path u from b to $ 
spelling out y. Let x be any string in T(Scr ). Then there exists a path 
V = (ao, l l ,  a l )  "" (ak_l , lk ,  a~) 
such that a o=c,  a i r  ar  fo r0~i<k,  ak=r  1 . . . l k . ( I fx=A, thenby  
convention we put v = A. Note that x = A if and only if Sc r  A.) 
Since (r q, c)v(r q, b)u is a path in S going from r to $, qx~y is in T(S). Since 
T(S) = T(a), 
qx~y = qx'x"qy' 
for some x' in T(fl), x" in (qT(fl))* and y'  in T(~,). Since [y ] ~ ] y'  ], x' is a prefix of 
x (where ]y [ denotes the length of y). Suppose x = A. Then x' = x = A. Thus x is in 
T(fl). Now suppose that x va A. Let i be the integer such that 11 ... li = x'. Since 
(ao, l l ,  a l ) ' " (ak_ l ,  lk, ak)(r ~, b)u is a path from c to $ and 11... li is in T(fl), it 
follows from Eq. (1) that ai = r Then i = k, so that x = l 1 ... l k = x'. Hence x is in 
T(fl). Therefore T(Sc~) C T(fl). 
To see the reverse inclusion, let x be a string in T(fi). Then qx~y is in T(a) = T(S). 
Thus 
qxqy = qxlqx 2 "" qx~y' 
for some x 1 ,..., x t in T(Scr ) and y'  in T(Sb$ ). Since l Y ] ~ l Y' ], xl is a prefix of x. 
We already know that T(Scr ) C T(fl). Thus x 1 is in T(fl). Then, by the prefix property, 







The "length" of a while program is defined as follows. 
I,~1 =o; 
[ f l  = 1 , f inF ;  
1~3[ =1~,1+131; 
I(if q then ~ else 3)1 = 1 + l~' I + 131; 
I(while q do ~)[ = 1 + [ ~ l, where ~ and fl are while programs. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let S be a minimal flowchart. I f  S is translatable, then S is modular. 
Proof. Let S = (V, F, go, r and let $ be the halt node of S. Let ~ be a while 
program such that T(S) = T(a). We proceed by induction on the length of a. 
Suppose that [ ~ [ = 0. Then T(~) = T(S) = {h}. Hence S = A. Thus S is modular. 
Suppose that I ~l > 0. Three cases arise. 
Case I. ~ =fy ,  w i th f inF .  In this case, r must be a function node. Let b = F(r 
Then (r f, b) is in ~. Let Sb~ be the subflowchart determined by (b, $). Clearly, 
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T(Sbs ) = T(7 ). By Lemma 4.2, SbS is minimal. By the induction hypothesis, Sbs is 
modular. Let W be any section of S. Then, for any node d in W, there is a path from 
b to d. Thus W is a section of SbS. Since Sbs is modular, W has a unique exit. Therefore 
S is modular. 
Case II. c~ = (if q then [3 else 7)& Then r must be a test node. Thus, (r q, b) 
and (r q, c) are in • for some b and c in V. Let Sb$ and Sos be the subflowcharts 
determined by (b, $) and (c, $), respectively. Clearly, T(Sbs ) = T(73 ) and T(Scs ) = 
T(fl3). By Lemma 4.2, both Sbs and S~s are minimal. Thus, by the induction hypo- 
thesis, Sbs and S~s are modular. Let W be any section of S. Clearly, W -- {r :/: ;3. 
Let d be in W -- {r Then, either Sbs or S~$ contains d. Suppose that SbS contains d. 
(An analogous argument holds if S~s contains d.) Then SbS contains all nodes of W. 
Hence W is a section of SbS. Since Sb~ is modular, W has exactly one exit. 
Case III. eL = (while q do fl)7. Then (r q, c) and (r q, b) are in S for some c and b 
in V. By Lemma 4.3, T(Sc~) = T([3) and T(Sbs ) =- T(7). By Lemma 4.2, Sb~ and 
S~r are minimal. By the induction hypothesis, Sbs and See are modular. 
Let W be any section of S. An argument analogous to Case II shows that W is 
either a section of Sb$ or a section of S~r Thus W has a unique exit. 
Combining Theorem 3.3 and 4.4, we have the following main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let S be a minimal flowchart. Then S is translatable if and only if S 
is modular. 
Algorithm. Let S be a flowchart. To determine whether S is translatable, 
(1) Find a minimal flowchart S' congruent to S using Lemma 4.1, 





Fro. 3. An example of the algorithm. 
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Remark. Theorem 4.4 cannot be extended to an arbitrary flowchart. For example, 
consider the flowchart S of Fig. 3(a). The flowchart S' of Fig. 3(b) is a minimal 
flowchart congruent to S. Since S' is modular, S' is translatable, and hence so is S. 
However, S is not modular. 
5. REGULAR COLLAPSIBILITY 
In this section we introduce a stronger version of the "collapsibility" of Hecht and 
Ullman [7], called regular collapsibility, and show it equivalent to modularity. 
Transformation A. Let S = (v, F, ~0, r be a flowchart, and let a and b be nodes 
in S such that b is the unique proper successor of a. Let E = {(c, l, a) in ~ I c 4: a}. 
From S, we construct a flowchart S' as follows. 
(1) Delete the node a and delete all edges incident out from a. 
(2) Delete all edges in E and add an edge (c, 1, b) for each (c, I, a) in E. 
(3) If a = r then b is the start node of S'. Otherwise r is the start node of S'. 
From the definition of flowcharts, we immediately have the following. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let S ~- (V, F, 9, r be a flowchart. Then a node a has a unique proper 
successor if and only if one of the following conditions holds. 
(1) a is a function node; 
(2) a is a test node and Fl(a ) = F~(a); 
(3) a is a test node and a = Fi(a ) for some i. 
Proof. Notice that every function or test node has at least one proper successor. 
In the view of above, the transformation A is equivalent to the following 
transformation B.
Transformation B. Let Qt,  Q~ and Qs be flowcharts in Fig. 4, where b is a successor 
of a, f i s  inF, q and ~ are in/6. If S contains one of Q1 to Q3 as a subgraph, then replace 
it by a new node, say d. Thus, there is an edge of the form (d, l, c), c v~ a, c :~ b, if there 
was previously an edge (b, l, c). There is an edge of the form (c,/, d), c 4: a, c 4: b, if 
there was previously either (c, l, a) or (c, l, b). 
DEFINITION. Let S and S' be flowcharts. We write S ~ S' if and only if S can be 
transformed into S' by the transformation A. If A is applied to node a in S to yield S', 






Fic. 4. Subflowcharts Qt ,Qz and Qz. 
there exist So, S 1 ,..., S k such that S ---- S o , Sk = S'  and S i ~ St+ 1 for each i. The 
sequence So, S 1 .... , Sk is called a "reduction" (of length k) and is denoted by 
S O :::> S 1 ::~ . . .  =:> S k .  
I f  S ~ S'  and there is no S" such that S '  ~- S ' ,  then we write S ~ S'. 
DEFINITION. A flowchart S is said to be "regularly collapsible" if and only if 
S*~A.  
EXAMPLE. The flowchart S of Fig. l(a) is regularly collapsible. A typical reduction 
is in Fig. 5. On the other hand, the flowchart of Fig. l(b) is not regularly collapsible, 
since no node has a unique proper successor. 
We next show that the relation ~- is a function. 
FIO. 5. 
S 
P q ~ q 
~ q ~ o 
Reduction for the flowchart S of Fig. l(a). 
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LEMMA 5.2. S :~ S' and S ~ S" implies S' = S". 
Proof. The proof will proceed by induction on the number of nodes of S. Note 
that each application of the transformation A deletes exactly one node. If S = A, then 
S' = S" = A, and the lemma is obviously true. 
Suppose that S has n nodes, n > 1, and that the lemma is true for all flowcharts 
with fewer than n nodes. Let 
S 
S 
I fa=b,  thenS 1=S 2 .ThusS '= 
A may be performed on b in S x and 
Let S" be a flowchart such that Sz 
^ 
$I =~ S', (1) a 
F & s". (2) 
S" by the induction hypothesis. If a 5a b, then 
on a in $2 to yield the same flowchart, say S 3 . 
A 
:*- S", and consider the following reductions. 
S1 7 33 ~ Sin' (3) 
S~ ~ $3 :~ S' .  (4) a 
By Eqs. (1) and (3), S' = S ' .  By Eqs. (2) and (4), S" = S' .  Thus S' = S". 
DEFINITION. Let S = (V, F, % r be a flowchart, and Q = (V', F', ~', r be a 
subflowchart of S. Let b be the halt node of Q. Let E = {(c, l, d) in ~ [ c in V -- Vs', 
d in V$'}, where V~' = V' -- {b}. From S, we construct a flowchart S/Q, called the 
"quotient," as follows. 
(1) Delete all nodes in V~' and delete all edges incident out from V~'. 
(2) Delete all edges in E and add an edge (c, l, b) for each (c, l, d) in E. 
(3) If r is in VS' , then b is the start node of S/Q. Otherwise r is the start node 
of S/Q. 
LEM~U~ 5.3. Let Q be a subflowchart of S. I f  Q ~ A, then S *~ S/Q. 
Proof. The proof will be by induction on the number of nodes in Q. If Q = A, 
then S = S/Q and the lemma is obviously true. Now suppose that Q has n nodes, 
n > 1. Let b be the halt node of Q, and let 
Q~a Q1 ~A,  and S~S 1. 
Note that we cannot have a = b, since b has no successor in Q. Clearly Q1 is a sub- 
flowchart of S 1 . By the induction hypothesis, $1 *~ S1/Q1. To complete the proof, 
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it suffices to show that S/Q = S1/Q1. Let S/Q = ( v, 1', % r and S1/Q1 = ( v' ,  1"', ~o', r
Let r be the start node of S. 
We now show that r = r Suppose that Q contains r Then Q1 contains the start 
node of S 1 . Thus, r = r = b. Suppose that Q does not contain r 9 Then r is the start 
node of S 1 , and Q1 does not contain r Thus, r = r = r 9 In either case, we have 
r162  
We now prove that V = V', F = F '  and cp = ~v'. To do this, it suffices to show that 
S/Q = S1/Q1. By definition, 
(c, I, b) is in S/Q 
iff (c, l, bl) is in S --  O for some b I in Q 
iff (c, l, b2) is in ~1 -- 01 for some b= in Q1 
iff (c, l, b) is in S1/Q1. 
(c, l, d) is in S/Q and d ~ b 
iff (c , l ,d)  isin S - -O  and d i snot inQ 
iff (c, l, d) is in $1 -- Q1 and d is not in Q1 
iff (c, l, d) is in S1/Q1 and d =/: b. 
Hence S/Q = S1/Q1. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let S ~ S'. Then S is modular if and only if S' is modular. 
Proof. Let S ~ S'. Let b be the unique proper successor of a. 
a 
(l) Suppose that S contains a section W with more than one exit. Let (q ,  l l ,  dl) 
and (q ,  12, d2) be two distinct exits of W. For i = 1 and 2, let 
" " i i in ~, U i : elZe2 z "'" ek(i) , e~ 
be a path from d i to the halt node which does not pass through W. We can not have 
q = Q, for this would imply that neither d 1 nor d2is in IV(this contradicts Lemma3.1). 
Now suppose that IV contains a. Suppose a ~- c~. Then b = d i . Since b is the 
unique proper successor of a and di is not in W, it follows that W = {a}. This is a 
contradiction, since W contains at least two distinct nodes, q and c 2 . Thus a =~ q 
and a 4: cz. Since any Iv-path from a to q passes through the node b, b is in IV. Now 
we show that 
IV' = W --  {a} is a section of S'. (1) 
57x191z-5 
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Let a' and b' be arbitrary nodes of W'. Then there is a W-path 
v = (a o, 11, a l ) (a i ,  ls, as ) . . . (ak_ l ,  lk ,  ak) 
in S, with a 0 = a' and ak = b'. I f  v does not pass through the node a, then v is also 
a W'-path in S'. Suppose that v passes through a. We may assume that v is elementary. 
(Otherwise, we can find a elementary W-path going from a' to b'.) Let ai = a. Then 
0 < i < k and ai+l = b. Since (a i - i ,  l i ,  ai+l) is an edge of S', 
(a0 , /1 ,  a,) "'" (a, -s ,  l ,_ , ,  l,+s, 
is a W'-path of S'. Thus (1) is proved. 
Since neither u I nor u s contains the node a, both of them are paths of S'. Since 
neither u i nor u s passes through W', (c i , lx, dl) and (q , /2 ,  de) are exits of W'. Thus 
S'  is not modular. 
Now suppose that W does not contain a. Let W' = W. Clearly W' is a section of S'. 
For each i, i = 1, 2, let 
lb if di = a, 
d i '=  di otherwise. 
To complete the proof of (I) it suffices to show that 
(q ,  l i ,  dl' ) and (cs,/2,  d2' ) are exits of W'. (2) 
Clear ly  (Cl ,  l l ,  d l ' )  and (q ,  ls, d~') are edges of S'. Suppose that u i does not contain a. 
Then ui is also a path in S' going from di' to the halt node. Since ui does not pass 
through W, (ci ,  l i ,  di') is an exit of W'. Suppose that ui contains a. We may assume 
that ui is elementary. If the initial node of eii is a, then d i' = b and eaie~  ... e~(i) is a 
path in S'  going from b to the halt node. Suppose that the initial node of ej i, j @ 1, is 
a. Then e~_ i ~ (a', I', a) for some a' and l', and e l  = (a, l", b) for some l". Then 
9 i ~a' i e i ' ' ' ' e j _~( , l ' ,b )  i ej+ 1 ""  ek(i) 
is a path in S'  (going from d i' to the halt node) which does not pass through W'. 
(II) Suppose that S'  contains a section W' with more than one exit. Let (q ,  l 1 , dl' ) 
and (q ,  l s , ds' ) be two distinct exits of W'. For each i, i = 1, 2, let ui' be a path in S'  
going from d i' to the halt node which does not pass through W'. We first note that for 
all (c, l, d) in N' 
if (c, l, d) is not in ~, then d = b and (c, l, a) is in S. (3) 
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Clearly S contains an edge of the form (a, l', b). Let/~ be the (semigroup) homo- 
morphism from (~')* into (N)* defined by 
ix(c, l, d) = t (c' l, d) if (c, l, d) is in S, 
t(c, l, a)(a, l', b) otherwise. 
Then/x(v) is a path of S for every path v of S'. 
Suppose that W' is not a section of S. Let W = W' k) {a}. We now show that W is a 
section of S. Since W' is not a section of S, there exist (c, l, d) in ~', c and d in W', such 
that (c, l, d) is not in S. By (3), d = b and (c, l, a) is in ~q. Thus b is in W'. Let a' 
be an arbitrary element of W'. Let v 1 be a W'-path of S' going from a' to c. Then 
t~(Vl)(C, l, a) is a W-path of S going from a' to a. Let v 2 be a W'-path of S' going from 
b to a'. Then (a, l', b) ix(v2) is a W-path of S going from a to a'. Thus W is a section 
of S. Since neither u1' nor u s' contains the node b, both of them are paths of S. Thus 
(Cl,/1, all') and (Q,/2,  d2' ) are exits of W. Hence S is not modular. 
Now suppose that W' is a section of S. For each i, i = 1, 2, let 
(ci, li, dl) = t (c~' li, d() if (c~, li, d~') is in S, 
t(ci , li , a) otherwise. 
An analogous argument shows that (c1,/1, dl) and (Q,/2,  d2) are exist of W' in S. 
Thus S is not modular. 
COROLLARY 5.5. I f  a flowchart S is regularly collapsible, then S is modular. 
Proof. Assume, for contradiction, that S is not modular and S *~ A. Then, by 
Lemma 5.4, A is not modular, that is, A contains a section with more than one exit. 
This is impossible. 
THEOREM 5.6. A flowchart S is regularly collapsible if and only if S is modular.' 
Proof. By Corollary 5.5, it suffices to show the "if" portion. We do this by in- 
duction on the number of sections of S. If there is no section in S, then S contains no 
loop and can be transformed into A by repeated application of the transformation B 
on Q1 and Q~ in Fig. 4. Suppose that S is a modular flowchart with n sections, n >~ 1. 
Let W be a maximal section of S. Then W has exactly one exit (a, q, b), q in P. Let 
(a, q, c) be the associate of (a, ~, b). By Lemma 3.2, both (a, b) and (c, a) are linked. 
Let Sab and Sea be the subflowchart determined by (a, b) and (c, a), respectively. Then 
Sab is of the form of Fig. 2. Clearly, Sea is modular. Also, Sea has fewer sections than S. 
Thus, by the induction hypothesis, Sca ~ A. By Lemma 5.3, we have 
Sab ~;~ Sab/Sca = Qa =~ A. 
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Thus, by Lemma 5.3, S *~ S/Sab.  By Lemma 5.4, S/Sa b is modular. By Lemma 3.2, 
S/S~b has fewer sections than S. Thus S/Sab *~ A. Hence S *~ A. 
EXAMPLE (Knuth and Floyd [10]). Consider the following program. 
for i: = 1 step 1 until n do 
i f  A[i] = x then go to found; 
not found: n: = i; A[i]: = x; B[i]: = O; 
found: B[i]: = B[i] + 1; 
The flowchart S of this program is in Fig. 6. Then S :~ S', where S'  is the flowchart 
of Fig. l(b). Thus S is not regularly collapsible. Hence S can not be translated into 
while programs. 
r 
FIG. 6. An example of a flowchart which is not translatable into any while program. 
p ~ i > n?. q ~ A[i] = x?. f l~ i :=  1. f2 =~ i: = i + l. f3 =-- B[i]: = B[i] + l. f4 =-- 
n:  = 1; A [ i ] :  = x ;  B [ i ] :  = 0. 
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